
  

NAME Bass Speaker Cabinet TS-210F (hc) 300Watt 2x10'' 
  

KEY FEATURES 2 x 10 '' SICA neodymium speakers 
minimum housing self-resonance 
high efficiency 
small dimensions 
durability 

  

OVERVIEW Bass cabinet equipped with two 10 '' Italian SICA speakers. Multiplex housing and structural 
reinforcements guarantee minimum housing resonance. Perfect for stage and studio conditions. 

  

FULL DESCRIPTION The TS-210F cabinet is equipped with classic ferrite speakers made in Italy by SICA. Designs based on two 
10" speakers are most prefer by bassists. Their quick response, dynamics and frequency response makes 
them suitable for various musical styles. To meet the musicians expectations we chose speakers with 
excellent acoustic properties - high dynamics, high power, and very accurate frequency response. 
 
An additional advantage of the TS-210N cabinets is its compact dimensions, what makes a huge difference 
when must be transported. The vertical setting of the speakers in cabinet provides a good monitoring on 
the stage and cabinet itself takes less space. 
 
All "Hc" Series cabinets are covered with hybrid polyurethane coating. The coating is extremely resistant to 
any kind of mechanical damage which may occur during transportation as well as protects the cabinets 
against moisture. It is also very easy to clean . An additional advantage of the coating with the 
polyurethane elastomer is a sealing and reinforcement of the entire cabinet's structure, thus eliminating 
undesirable vibrations as well as increases the overall cabinet's lifespan. All the cabinets are equipped with 
special assembly inserts for safe stacking of amp or other speaker. 
 
The cabinet is fitted with SPEAKON + JACK (1/4“) combo connectors and three-way tweeter volume 
control. All the cabinets are equipped with special assembly inserts for safe stacking of amp or other 
speaker.   

PARAMETRY 
 

CATEGORY BASS CABINET 

NUMBER OF SPEAKERS 2 

SPEAKER SIZE 10"  

SPEAKER TYPE neodyme + Tweeter 

IMPEDANCE 8 ohm  

SENSITIVITY 100 dB 

POWER HANDLING 300 W 

POWER STAGE EFFICIENCY 
 

POWER OUTPUT WITHOUT 
ADDITIONAL SPEAKER 

 

ENCLOSURE 
 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 45Hz-15kHz 

CONNECTORS combo SPEAKON + JACK 

HEIGHT (mm) | (in) 595 | 23,43 

WIDTH (mm) | (in) 410 | 16,14 

DEPTH (mm) | (in) 395 | 15,55 

HEIGHT (kg) | (lbs) 19,7 | 43,43 

WARRANTY 2 

MANUFACTURER  
Taurus products are designed and hand-made in Poland. Adam Kozakiewicz, the founder of Taurus 
Amplification, musician, sound engineer and electronics engineer, has been providing the market with the 
best and fully professional music equipment for 35 years. Manual processing and control, guarantee the 
best quality and full satisfaction. 

 


